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him. He claims he is innocent. Holmes takes on the case and together he
and Dr. Watson must find the missing paintings and the real murderer
before it is too late -- if, in fact, the client is truly innocent. This new
mystery is a tribute to The Adventure of the Norwood Builder in the
original Canon. Buy it now and enjoy.
Dominoes: Two: The Three Musketeers - Alexandre Dumas 2009-12-31

Winnie the Witch - Korky Paul 1998
This is the big book form of the story of Winnie the Witch. It has simple
text and bold pictures to help with the teaching of reading.
Sherlock Holmes - Bill Bowler 2009-10
Dominoes: Starter: Around the World in Eighty Days Pack - Jules Verne
2009-12-17

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes - Arthur Conan Doyle 1892
Ratatouille - Paul Shipton 2012
Remy the rat loves to cook. He goes to Paris and finds a famous chef's
restaurant. He helps a boy who works in the kitchen to make delicious
food. Read about their adventures together in a world where people hate
rats!
The Adventure of the Norwood Builder - Arthur Conan Doyle
2021-03-01
John McFarlane, a young solicitor, got himself in a mess which could cost
him his future. He is afraid that he is about to be arrested for the murder
of Jonas Oldacre, a builder who he met a day earlier. The only option
McFarlene sees is to get to Holmes and Watson fastest possible before
the police find him. Just as John manages to explain his situation to the
two friends, the police burst in the room and arrest him. Is John’s life
doomed to failure or Holmes and Watson will save the day? "The
Adventure of the Norwood Builder" is a part of "The Return of Sherlock
Holmes". Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) was born in Scotland and
studied medicine at the University of Edinburgh. After his studies, he
worked as a ship’s surgeon on various boats. During the Second Boer
War, he was an army doctor in South Africa. When he came back to the
United Kingdom, he opened his own practice and started writing crime
books. He is best known for his thrilling stories about the adventures of
Sherlock Holmes. He published four novels and more than 50 shortstories starring the detective and Dr Watson, and they play an important
role in the history of crime fiction. Other than the Sherlock Holmes
series, Doyle wrote around thirty more books, in genres such as sciencefiction, fantasy, historical novels, but also poetry, plays, and non-fiction.
Medicine Then and Now (Oxford Read and Discover Level 5) Louise & Richard Spilsbury 2015-02-05
Read and discover all about medicine in the past and medicine today.
What was the world's first antibiotic? What medicine can cure malaria?
Read and discover more about the world! This series of non-fiction
readers provides interesting and educational content, with activities and
project work.
Five Canterbury Tales - Geoffrey Chaucer 2009-12-17
A retelling of five of Chaucer's classic tales in simplified language for
new readers. Includes activities to enhance reading comprehension and
improve vocabulary.
Dominoes: Quick Starter: Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves 2012-06-28
"This book is supported by a MultiROM, containing a complete
dramatized audio recording of the story plus interactive activities."--P.
[4] of cover.
Dominoes: One: The Curse of the Mummy Pack - Joyce Hannam
2009-12-17

Saving Private Ryan - Max Allan Collins 2001
The epic story of a world at war - and a life worth fighting for. June 6,
1944. Military forces converge on the beaches of Normandy for one of
the most decisive battles of World War II. America would call it a victory.
History would call it D-Day. For Captain John Miller and his squad, this
day would become much more. Washington has sent them on a mission.
One paratrooper missing in action. One soldier who has already lost
three brothers in the war. They quickly realise this is not a simple rescue
operation. It's a test of their honor and their duty.
Spotlight on First - Jon Naunton 2014
Spotlight on First is a fully comprehensive course that has been revised
to be in line with the new Cambridge English exam specifications for
January 2015. It prepares adults and younger learners to excel in the
revised exam. An exciting new feature of this revised edition is the Ideas
Generator. Test takers need to generate ideas to pass the Speaking and
Writing papers of the exam. The Ideas Generator uses National
Geographic videos to stimulate students' interest in common exam
topics, help them build ideas about these topics and gather the language
they need to effectively write or speak about them. After each video
lesson students will have a bank of ideas, functional language and
vocabulary tied to eight topics that commonly appear in the exam. One of
the most difficult parts of the exam for students is the Speaking Test. The
Speaking Test videos and worksheets prepare students to deal with this
challenge by getting them to engage with simulations of all four parts of
the Speaking test.
Sherlock Holmes - Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 2010
Sherlock Holmes - Arthur Conan Doyle 1999
Designed for reading practice or performing. Each play offers the
opportunity to learn and practice language in an imaginative and
dynamic way.
Eyes Open Level 3 Student's Book - Ben Goldstein 2015-02-26
Developed in partnership with Discovery Education, Eyes Open features
stimulating global topics to motivate students and spark their curiosity.
Guided, step-by-step activities and personalised learning tasks lead to
greater speaking and writing fluency.
Medicine Then and Now - Louise Spilsbury Spilsbury 2014-06-26
Dominoes: Two: The Lost World - Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 2009-12-31
Oxford Bookworms Library: Stage 5: The Dead of Jericho - Colin Dexter
2008-01-10
Word count 27,170
Sherlock Holmes - Jeremy Page 2007-01
'For me, Watson, life is not so interesting,' says Holmes. 'I loved to read
the newspaper, hoping to find some news of an interesting crime for me
to investigate or a dangerous criminal for me to catch. Where are all
those clever criminals these days?' Then, suddenly, a wild, excited young
man runs up the stairs to Holmes' room. He has a story to tell about a
strange crime that took place in Norwood. But who is the criminal? And
is he dangerous? Life, for Holmes, suddenly starts to get interesting.

The Adventure of the Norwood Rembrandt - Craig Stephen Copland
2018-01-29
THE ADVENTURE OF THE NORWOOD REMBRANDT. A young man is
facing execution in two weeks and appeals to Sherlock Holmes, his last
hope, to try to save him from the gallows. Five years ago he was accused
and convicted of the greatest theft of masterpiece paintings in the
history of Great Britain and of murdering the butler who tried to stop
dominoes-two-sherlock-holmes-the-norwood-mystery-a
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Mystery in Muscat - Julie Till 2011
'How long is she in Oman for?' 'Ten days. And then they want to take her
back home.' 'Ah, yes. But she's not going back to London. They're never
going to see her again!' Jamie and Taymour overhear this strange
conversation near their homes in Muscat. Two men want to kill an
important visitor, it seems. But who is the woman in danger? And what
can the boys do to save her? Can they, their sisters Sarah and Nadine,
and their Australian friend Ruth find the answer to the mystery?
The Speckled Band and Other Stories - Arthur Conan Doyle
2007-08-08

The Pearson Practice English App allows students to complete
vocabulary, grammar, and sentence structure activities on their mobile
devices.
Dominoes: Three: Sherlock Holmes: The Sign of Four - Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle (Sir) 2010-01-21
Dominoes: Three: The Moonstone - Wilkie Collins 2009-12-24
The Moonstone is a beautiful yellow diamond that was stolen from the
statue of a Moon god in India. When Franklin Blake brings it to Rachel
Verinder's house in Yorkshire for her birthday, it brings bad luck with
it.How many people will the Moonstone hurt? How many must die before
the diamond's revenge is complete?
Oxford Bookworms Library: Stage 1: Sherlock Holmes and the
Duke's Son - Arthur Conan Doyle 2007-11-08
Word count 5,800 Bestseller
Dominoes: One: Sherlock Holmes: The Emerald Crown - sir Arthur Conan
Doyle 2009-12-31
The activities in Dominoes keep students engaged in the stories and help
to reinforce their understanding of the key language. They can be
completed at home or in class. The project activities in Dominoes build
on the themes from the story and encourage students to draw on their
ownexperiences. Activities include note-taking and language tasks,
leading to extended writing, poster-making, and class presentations.
They are ideal for group work in class or individual assignments.
Dominoes: Two: Sherlock Holmes: The Norwood Mystery Pack - sir
Arthur Conan Doyle 2009-12-24

The Drive to Dubai - Julie Till 2010
When his father is arrested in Dubai, Kareem has to move fast. He must
show that his father is not a thief - and prove that his family is honest.
For Kareem is going to marry the beautiful and intelligent Samira AlHussain, and she could never marry someone from a bad family.So
Kareem and his brother get to work quickly - with a little help from
Samira.If you need lively supplementary reading material, take a look at
Oxford Dominoes - the readers series with integrated activities, ideal for
individual study or for reading practice in class.The activities in
Dominoes keep students engaged in the stories and help to reinforce
their understanding of the key language. They can be completed at home
or in class. The project activities in Dominoes build on the themes from
the story and encourage students to draw on their own
experiences.Activities include note-taking and language tasks, leading to
extended writing, poster-making, and class presentations. They are ideal
for group work in class or individual assignments.
The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes - Leonard Goldberg 2017-06-06
Joanna Blalock, a highly skilled nurse with unique mental talents is
recruited into the investigative team of the elderly Dr. John Watson and
his handsome son before being swept up in a Holmesian mystery with
ties to the Second Afghan War, a hidden treasure and a murder at the
highest levels of British society.
Saladin - Nina Prentice 2010-06-03
When Yusuf went to Aleppo to learn to fight under General Shirkuh, no
one knew what this young man would do with his life. But years later,
Yusuf became the great and chivalrous general, Saladin - the man who
helped to bring Muslims together to win back the holy city of Jerusalem
from the Franks
The Curse of the Mummy - Joyce Hannam 2002-01-01
For thousand of years the dead body of the young king Tutankhamun
slept under the sands of Egypt. Then, in the autumn of 1922, Howard
Carter and his friends find and open his tomb door. These are exciting
times, and Carter's young helper Tariq tells the story in his diary. But
soon people begin to die. Who or what is the killer? Is Tutankhamun
angry with them for opening his tomb? And who is the beautiful French
girl with the face of Tutankhamun's long-dead wife?
Oxford Bookworms Library: Starter: Mystery of Manor Hall - Jane
Cammack 2012-11-22
Word count: 1,390 Suitable for young readers
Longman Academic Writing Series - Ann Hogue 2020-05-16
The Longman Academic Writing Series helps English language students
master the writing skills needed to succeed in their academic careers.
The five-level series spans writing topics from composing sentences to
writing research papers. Each level covers the complete writing process
from prewriting to revision. Level 2 teaches high-beginning to lowintermediate students to write varied academic paragraphs. The text's
proven approach integrates training in grammar, mechanics, vocabulary,
sentence structure, and paragraph organization along with the writing
process. Realistic writing models and systematic practice empower
students to write effectively in different genres. Clear explanations help
students grasp and apply key concepts. Sentence structure, grammar,
and mechanics instruction helps students develop key writing skills. A
step-by-step approach guides students seamlessly through the writing
process. Vocabulary sections help students develop language awareness
and improve the quality of their writing. Writing Tips provide useful
strategies to enhance students' writing experience. Writing Expansions,
including journals, timed writing, and summarizing, build written fluency
and test-taking skills. Enhanced Digital Practice An improved
MyEnglishLab includes additional practice activities and assessments.
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The Sign of the Four - Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 1891
Sherlock Holmes and the Sport of Kings - With Audio Level 1
Oxford Bookworms Library - Arthur Conan Doyle 2014-09-30
A level 1 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes
an audio book: listen to the story as you read. Retold for Learners of
English by Jennifer Bassett. Horseracing is the sport of kings, perhaps
because racehorses are very expensive animals. But when they win, they
can make a lot of money for the owners, for the trainers, and for the
people who put bets on them. Silver Blaze is a young horse, but already
the winner of many races. One night he disappears, and someone kills his
trainer. The police want the killer, and the owner wants his horse, but
they can't find them. So what do they do? They write to 221B Baker
Street, of course - to ask for the help of the great detective, Sherlock
Holmes.
The Third Chimpanzee - Jared M. Diamond 2006-01-03
The Development of an Extraordinary Species We human beings share
98 percent of our genes with chimpanzees. Yet humans are the dominant
species on the planet -- having founded civilizations and religions,
developed intricate and diverse forms of communication, learned
science, built cities, and created breathtaking works of art -- while
chimps remain animals concerned primarily with the basic necessities of
survival. What is it about that two percent difference in DNA that has
created such a divergence between evolutionary cousins? In this
fascinating, provocative, passionate, funny, endlessly entertaining work,
renowned Pulitzer Prize–winning author and scientist Jared Diamond
explores how the extraordinary human animal, in a remarkably short
time, developed the capacity to rule the world . . . and the means to
irrevocably destroy it.
Dominoes: Two: Sherlock Holmes: The Norwood Mystery - Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle 2009-12-24
Sara Dixon, Teen Detective - Lesley Thompson 2017
Four-level graded readers series, perfect for reading practice and
language skills development at upper-primary and lower-secondary
levels.Dominoes is a full-colour, interactive readers series that offers
students a fun reading experience while building their language skills.
With integrated activities, an interactive MultiROM, and exciting, fully
dramatized audio for every story, the new edition of the series makes
reading motivatingfor students while making it easy for you to develop
their reading and language skills.
Dominoes: Two: Eight Great American Tales Pack - O. Henry
2009-12-24
CD: American English
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